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FROM THE EDITOR 
 
 

There was substantial doubt this year as to whether or not the 
Cambridge Road Club would produce a print issue. I myself wasn’t 
sure we could pull it off, but in the end I determined I somehow owed 
it to the lethal combination of past editors of the club, Ms. Steg, and 
the school all rolled into one. Of course, at this point, it was already 
midway through the third quarter, so to say we were thrown into 
overdrive is an understatement. 
 
Too often, students’ creative efforts go unnoticed or uncelebrated. I 
wanted students to have something tangible of which they could feel a 
sense of ownership—something that they could be proud of. 

 
 
 

 - Rachel Price 



POETRY 



JAVIER CHIRIBOGA 

November Days 

 

As leaves fall in late November, 

An empty chair with no occupant waits, 

Not a soul to fill that void and embrace its bittersweet history. 

She once sat there wide eyed and with an open mind,  

but no longer does my sweet child grace the room with her jubilance. 

The trees that I can observe through the glass oculus are not barren 

from the oncoming winter; 

But rather, they lack the sustaining joy that she radiated. 

Beyond those decrepit trees exists a rainbow, reminding me of all the 

assiduous effort I gave to keep her. 

My child has sailed away on the wings of destiny, 

Drawing the curtain on our time together. 

Remembering fondly, I picture her in the chair. 

Her smile fills me with warmth like a fire kindled in my spirit. 

Reality blows in, gripping my wandering mind with its icy fingers. 

My child has shown me light, my child has given me vision, my 

child is here with me. 

My child has fleeted away from me. 



JAVIER CHIRIBOGA 
 

Stormy Sky 
 
 

The sky was like a stormy northern sea. The clouds,  

waves in the ocean of the stars above. 

The last rays of sunlight beckon men towards it,  

an attraction stronger than any human in nature.  

That cobalt expanse, unreachable and unattainable,  

creates desire for knowledge and a thirst to discover the secrets  

beyond its seeming infinity. 

A man admires it from down below,  

but a god dares to venture beyond and reveal the secrets above. 

But with the fleeting orange light of hope from the sunset,  

as the crimson colors fade, so does the mystery and thirst. 

The light will return again, but  

never with the awe as it had that night. 



JULIANA BECK 

A Face in the Mirror 

 

A girl sees her face in a mirror. 

It is the first time she has seen herself. 
It is the first time she has truly seen 

what it looks like to have a broken heart. 

 

It is the same beautiful face she remembers, but darker. 

What used to be a face of a bright morning day has lost its glow. 

Now it resembles a solemn night’s sky. 

 

She has lost her true love, 

Her sun that was her light that would not stop shining 

tears form once again, dulling her face 

an emptiness has overcome her that she feels she cannot escape 

 

But she has smaller lights 

Stars are brightening her darkness 

Just as friends pick you up when you are down 

They are giving the girl in the mirror her light back 

She does not need the sun anymore because it has set 

 



A beautiful night sky glowing with stars, 

Is just as perfect as a bright morning day 

One day a sun will brighten her face again, 

But her stars will glow until that day comes 



SELAM HAILE 

Untitled 

 

Where has all the time gone? 
Our grubby, calloused hands from monkey bars smooth out and cramp; 
We picked up the pencil and put down the crayon. 
 
Our eyes bleary and red, every word spoken on a yawn, 
As we remember being fresh, free of an expired stamp. 
Where has all the time gone? 
 
Our tongues taste summer and endless possibility, a paragon 
Of happiness found in sweet mandarin fruit cups, decamped. 
We picked up the pencil and put down the crayon. 
 
Now, the bags, like badges of honor, sit and we are withdrawn, 
Awaiting some brightness, some hope like a shining lamp. 
Where has all the time gone? 
 
We did not fight it because we did not recognize the con; 
There is no sense in running from rain when we are certain to be damp. 
We picked up the pencil and put down the crayon. 
 
We long for Nilla wafers and apple juice and leprechauns, 
But the empty hunger and longing we must tamp. 
Where has all the time gone? 
We picked up the pencil and put down the crayon. 



SELAM HAILE 

Untitled 
 
 

How old is the world? 

Old enough to know better. 

When did language stop? 

Almost from the moment it began. 

Why dream? 

For better aim. 

Why do we clean? 

To shove reality under the bed. 

What are opinions made of? 

Stale cotton candy. 

Who is right? 

The one to the left of the left of the left. 

What are eyes for? 

A competition we can never win. 

How do we close our eyes? 

Focus on yous. 

Where is peace? 

Approximately three quarters west of Platform Nine 

 



 

What is music? 

“Hugs that mouths give to ears” 

Why time? 

To confuse slow and fast. 

Why did language stop? 

Irreconcilable differences. 

Why do we care? 

We have nothing else. 



MARIA OLSON 

Birdsong 

 

I saw the night 
and the glittering moon 

Inside my heart, 
I sung a sweet tune. 
There was the sun, 
bright as can be. 

Her smiles and warm rays 
helped set me free. 
I spread my wings 
and soared up high 
to play with the sun 

far up in the sky. 
She lit the path 
I hopped along. 

She turned my tune 
into a song. 

The day went by 
and we had fun. 

She stayed by my side 
until she was done. 

The sun lowered down 
below the stones.  

The dark seeped in 
and I was alone. 
As nature slept, 
there I stood. 

Perched on a branch, 
I understood. 

So I sang my song 
inside my heart. 



 
and waited for 

the morning start. 
Soon enough, 

the night will go. 
The sun will come back 

and sing with me so. 
 



ALLISON RAMISCAL 

May the Cries of the Refugees Sing 

 

“My Country ‘Tis of Thee” 

My fellow Americans, 
“Sweet land of liberty” 
Today we stand in a nation divided. 
“Of thee I sing” 
The question: whether or not to accept and allow refugees into this 
country, 
“Land where my fathers died” 
To ponder the constitutionality of the travel ban. 
“Land of the pilgrims’ pride” 
They came here to escape the ruthless tolls of war, 
“From every mountainside” 
And yet we stand here and boast of our patriotic pride 
“Let freedom ring” 
As we turn a blind eye to our negligence of fulfilling their basic hu-
man rights. 
 
My country ‘tis not mine, nor his, nor hers, and nor anyone’s to own. 
A nation divided, where a bitter taste lingers in the soil of the earth. 
Of thee I deem a land so fair and fine, 
A land blessed with freedom and constitutional rights, 
A land filled with the will to fight 
The executive orders by which we must forcibly abide. 
May the cries of the refugees ring. 
 
 
“Go Back Home, They Said” 
 
“Go back home” they said. 
But what home can I go back to? 
“Go back home” they said. 
All that is left of the town is dirt and rubble. 



“Go back home” they said. 
But everyone there is sick and hungry. 
 
“Go back home” they said. 
The government says there is a food crisis. 
“Go back home” they said. 
The war too dangerous, it’s Hadi (Ha dee) against the rebels. 
“Go back home” they said. 
There is too much bloodshed in the treasured city of Sana’a (suh nahh) 
 
“Go back home” they said. 
This country is all I’ve ever known. 

“Go back home” they said. 
But -- this is my home. 
 

“This Land is Your Land, This Land is My Land” 

Out by the campsites, far from the church steeples 
I hear the cries of my fellow people. 
Listen to their pleas to be set free. 
(PAUSE) 
This land was made for you and me. 
 
“This land is your land, this land is my land” 
United we stand against a divided country, 
“From California, to the New York Island” 
In a nation torn between choosing what’s morally right and what’s 
xenophobic and wrong 
“From the Redwood Forest, to the Gulf stream Waters” 
We raise the question of whether to help these people in crisis 
“This land was made for you and me” 
Not as Americans, but as human beings. 
 
(Everyone with kids): 
Would you agree that this land was made for you and me?  



ANNEMARIE CABALLERO 

Consciousness 

 

In us all, there exists a universality 
With the utterances we imagine exactly identical 

The similarities in struggle and desire and individuality 
The moments where our minds align 

 
We are the same in our delusions 

The same fantasies of potential happiness  
Imprinted on the human consciousness 

Each one blindly ignoring the truth 
 

We are the same in our pain 
That one scream echoing throughout time 
Manifesting in a thousand different voices  

But ever present in the human consciousness  
 

In our yearning to be loved 
The endless search to find a home in another 

Only for so many to lose their way 
Good intentions do not matter to the world  

 

 

 



ANNEMARIE CABALLERO 

Growing Pains 

 

I am not the girl you raised 
The words go unspoken for years 
Ravaging my throat with the strain of holding them in 
A child, this is how I was seen 
A child, no longer I was 
 
I’m growing 
I’d announced to them 
Desperately asking for someone to acknowledge it 
They heard it as if we were playing telephone 
The intent of the sender entirely lost along the way 
 
I’ll be leaving soon 
I almost said to them 
When they trivialized my concern 
Marked it down to youth and flawed judgment 
I typed california into the search engine instead 
 
I don’t want to go 
To divulge this would be a death sentence 
A predictor of things they could not know 
For my heart to be intact 
I must first break theirs 
 
Goodbye 
Words lost on my lips 
Seven letters, two syllables never spoken 
A note left behind, a suitcase gone from the house 

The house where I’d lived, loved and grown  



ANNEMARIE CABALLERO 

Confusion 

 

They seem to think silence was a simple choice 
As if we all had our own seats 
Some strange proctor calling out names 
Each man, woman and child standing in turn 
Announcing their decision, whatever it may be 
 
(Silence was loud, cacophonous 
Morals did not make it less raucous) 
 
The chatter of delusion crowding out reason 
The whispers of fear obscuring the truth 
The news passed along seemed little more than nightmares 
Some tale made up like our mothers used to 
 
(Their vehamation, their anger is so clearly apparent 
If only it had been earlier they found it abhorrent) 
 
If I expressed disbelief, disgust would that count? 
Should I wrack my memories 
Search for an offhand comment to reassure myself, and you 
Feel safe in the idea that I did no wrong 
 
(The facts and the screams, the facts and the screams 
They haunt my dreams, haunt my dreams) 
 
When is the line drawn 
When have we done enough 
If I failed once, is my soul lost 
If I kept quiet once, am I complicit 
 
(It was not one choice, not one day 
It was not one sacrifice, not one time led astray) 



 
I was right and I was wrong, this I remember 
Should I filter through every decision 
Placing them on scales, one by one 
Anxiously waiting for some proclamation 
 
(Yet, I think back, to barbed wire and men 
Their bodies, far more bone than skin) 
 
I wrote this, looking, searching for answers 
For some final conclusion or verdict delivered 
On whether condemnation or salvation is deserved 
Am I a person who can still look in the mirror? 
 
(There are no answers, some voice seems to say 
My mind leaves this thought to be forgotten and decay) 
 
Was I right, or was I wrong, the refrain repeats 
In my brain, a nonstop loop of memories,  proceeds  



ANNA JOHNSON 

Why I Like Buttons 

 

I am a person 
Who likes many things: 
I like flowery wallpaper 

And dripping icicles 
And swimming, glimmering fish 

But the one thing I like more 
Than just about anything 

Is buttons. 
I like buttons very much 

For buttons can be 
Your favorite color 

No matter what that is; 
They can be made of 

Glass or fabric or seashell 
Each button has to be thought up by somebody; 

It is much more meticulous than that atrocity 
The zipper. 

Buttons make friends with different color thread 
And when you no longer want the button there 

Snip! It comes off good as new 
Buttons are Lost Things 

That wash up on Neverland’s shore 
Where they are seen as fabulous and foreign 

They are what make the Navy look 
So sharp and shiny in a parade; 

Buttons are what you find in 
Your grandmother’s cigar box 

And maybe your mother remembers 
What each button was used for 

And how pretty they were back then. 
You can tell a lot about a person 

From their favorite buttons 



 
If they are the rather boring sort 

Such as the white ones from a dress shirt 
Or gaudy, sparkly buttons 

Cloth-covered buttons, perhaps; 
Or even leather buttons. 

If you do not have any favorite buttons, 
You might need to notice more 

Because buttons turn up like pennies, 
Everywhere! 

But buttons are more universal than pennies 
What would we do without them? 

Check your classiest shirt 
Or your most important jacket 

And even your dress 
I’m sure you’ll find a button 

That’s worth your time. 
So you see, 

The world needs buttons 
They spend their whole lives in service. 

Buttons are kinder than most things will ever be. 
That’s why I like buttons 

And why you should like them too.  



JAVIER CHIRIBOGA 

Adriana 

 

Two roses sitting 
Opposed to her hair so dark 

The Origin of her kindness pervades my soul 
Without warning she brings me happiness 

Adriana is her name 
But her existence is called mystery  

— 

Dos rosas sentadas 
Opuestas a su cabello tan oscuro 

El Origen de su cariño se difunde por mi alma 
Sin advertencia me trae alegria 

Adriana es su nombre 
Pero, su existencia se llama mysterio  



CHRISTINE PADILLA 

El Sol 

 

As the sun began to come out 

I no longer wanted to sleep 

Because the sun has filled the sky 

And I don’t feel the cold winters 

Only the rays of the sun 

That penetrate through the leaves of the tree 

I wish this feeling would last forever 

But for now I’ll just eat my food 

 

  — 

 

El sol empezo a salir 

Ya no tengo ganas de dormer 

Porque el sol ha llenado el cielo 

Ya no ciento el invierno hielo 

Solo ciento los rayos del sol 

Que es penetran entre las hojas del arbol 

Quisiera que este sentimiento durara toda la vida 

Pero por qhora voy a comer mi comida 

 



SIOBHAN CHAWK 

Untitled 

 

Mit 50 Sternen und 13 Streifen, 

Ich kann dir Nationalhymne pfeifen. 
 

Alle kennen bestimmt Hollywood 

Und in Indien gibt es Bollywood. 

 

Auf die Frau mit dem grunen Kleid 

Haben die anderen Statuen Neid. 

 

Jezt wisst ihr uber mein Land 

Und es ist euch auch bekannt! 

 

  — 

 

With 50 stars and 13 stripes 

I can whistle the National Anthem. 

 

Everyone for sure knows Hollywood 

In India you can find Bollywood. 

 

Many statues are jealous of the one in the green dress 

Now you know about my country! 



PROSE FICTION 



SELAM HAILE 

Untitled 

 

 You stroll among canvases when you catch a glance in your 
peripheral and that same overpowering clinical disappointment ap-
pears, along with bitter frustration and a pain almost visceral; the re-
minders are always present in mirrors, windows, everything clear. You 
place your hands on your hips with a cursory, unimpressed stare, eyes 
too close, hair too coarse, the verdict already decided: you doom your-
self to horrid unsightliness with a resigned despair; so focused on the 
image before you, your attention misguided. Then an unexpected 
whisper breaks free and shatters the deafening silence, a call to keep 
walking, to ignore the image reflected by the showcase glass: just 
smile, admire the art within and chuckle ruefully at the ringing sirens. 
You accept them as permanent residents, allow the echoes to fade and 
pass. If you spend all your life comparing, building up, collecting am-
munition then you’ll force yourself into a cage and, one day, find 
yourself imprisoned.    



SEAN GIBBONS 

Photograph 

 

A lone farmhouse stood out among the grass covered rolling 
hills. The sun, obscured by clouds, did little to brighten up the grey 
afternoon. The weathered planks of the house seemed to fit the lonely 
landscape, as if they had been there for centuries. A grizzled old man 
trumped up the steps of the farmhouse porch and pushed open the 
rickety screen door. Following closely at his heels trotted a black and 
white dog, barking and wagging its tail. The interior of the house was 
similar to the outside, run-down and weathered. However, on a desk in 
the corner, a high-tech looking laptop stood out in contrast to the rest 
of the interior. As the man passed it, the computer glowed with a blue 
light. 

“Computer, play phone messages,” he ordered as he passed the 
device. At his voice, the computer beeped once in acknowledgement, 
and then responded cooly. 

“George, you have 2 new messages. Message from AgriCrop 
HR Department:” The electronic voice cut off, and the voice of a 
young man echoed from the device. 

“Mr. Beauchamp! How are you sir? We’re really missing you 
here at AgriCorp. You’ve only been gone a month but our stock has 
gone down 5%! -” 

“Delete message.” George’s voice echoed through the 
farmhouse, interrupting the computer. He recognized the voice, one of 
the many power hungry vermin who infested AgriCorp that constantly 
struggled to reach the upper echelons of the company. 

“1 message remaining. Message from James:” Once again, the 
voice changed to the voice of a completely different person. This time, 
the sound of a man closer to George’s age issued from the computer. 
“George, please. It’s been weeks, you can’t just shut yourself off from 
the world. To begin with, what happened to Patrick and Laura was not 
your fault! And anyway, it’s been years, you need to move on. Move 
on, George! I was your best man, I deserve to be a part of your life.  



Call me when you realize you need to talk.” At this, the record-
ing ended, and the silence seemed to hang in the air. 

“Computer…” This time, George hesitated, then continued, 
“shuffle music.” At once, the melancholic introduction to Beethoven’s 
Sonata Pathetique drifted through the still air. He rummaged through 
the kitchen drawers nearby and produced a can of dog food with a torn 
label. With a whistle, he called the dog over to him, peeled the lid off 
the can using the tab on the lid, and poured it into a beat-up metal 
bowl. 

“Move on, George.” 
James’ words wouldn’t leave George alone. With a sigh, he 

dropped the now empty can into the waiting trash bin, and returned to 
rummaging through the kitchen drawers. He hesitated, then pulled out 
a weathered leather-bound photo album. Tracing the embossed letters 
on the cover, George gently placed it on the table in front of him and 
peeled open the ancient book. As he slowly flipped through the pages, 
George stared at faded pictures of the once happy life he had once 
lived. He stopped at a single two-page spread of a family of five; an 
adult couple and a teenage boy. The clothing they wore was as faded 
and worn as the photograph, but they were all smiling happily. 

“Patrick, stop climbing that tree and finish your chores!” The 
voice was followed by a shrill scream and a dull thud. 
Despite the decades since that day, the past still seemed to haunt 
George wherever he went. George sighed as he placed the book down, 
and stared at the cover once more. The Beauchamps, 2016. The year 
that had changed everything. 

George watches from the second floor window, smiling with 
pride. His son can just barely be seen scaling the colossal tree in front 
of the house. The sun filters through the leaves overhead, leaving dap-
pled shadows on the sturdy trunk. The grinning boy pulls himself high 
into the crown of the tree, the sticky sap giving him additional pur-
chase. Laura’s voice echoes from within the house, reminding Patrick 
of his chores. The boy laughs and calls out that he’ll be right there, 
which causes George to chuckle softly. Patrick is turning out just as 
mischievous as he once was. The boy lunges upward, reaching for the 
highest branch of the tree.  



His hand is met with empty air, and the sudden lunge upsets his 
balance. His arms wave wildly as he starts to tumble from the tree. He 
lets out a scream that chills George to the bone, and the fall seems to 
stretch longer than it should as the boy plummets towards the ground. 
The scream continues, echoing in George’s ears, as he spins and 
sprints down the stairs. Despite his best efforts, he is barely halfway 
down when the scream cuts off suddenly… 
 “Nothing we could do... shattered in three places... rib pierced 
his lungs… massive internal bleeding… three hours ago… heart 
stopped.” The onslaught of words wash over George and threaten to 
overwhelm him. His wife sobs silently into his arms and it takes every-
thing George has to not collapse himself as the doctor shakes his head 
solemnly and turns away... 
 Images flashed quickly though George’s mind, things he had 
suppressed for years: a too-small casket being lowered into the rocky 
ground of the farm, an empty bottle of pills and a tear-stained note 
clutched in a bloodless, white hand, a second funeral somehow even 
worse than the first.The final chord of the Sonata echoed through the 
room and seemed to hang in the air.The silence stirred George from 
his reverie. George stared morosely at the now-closed photo album on 
the table. He slumped into his chair and raised his hands to his face in 
preparation for tears that had long since run dry. After what had hap-
pened, George had filled his life with work, moving to the city and 
slowly ascending up the ranks of AgriCorp, from a lowly technician to 
the CEO himself. Finally, when he reached the summit at last and re-
flected on what he had achieved, George somehow felt more empty 
than he had before. He quit his job and returned to where he had once 
been happy in the hopes that something would stir inside of him. He 
stood, knees creaking and stared at his cracked and dirty fingernails. 
 Despite spending so much of his life in an office, nothing felt 
as good as working the soil. George picked up the photo album for 
what would be the last time, and grabbed a heavy shovel from beside 
the back door. He stepped outside and stared up at the grey sky. He 
trudged slowly across the yard until stopping at the foot of the dreaded 
tree. George dropped the photo album on the ground and suddenly 
swung the shovel with incredible force, thrusting it deep into the earth 
under the tree’s roots.  



He continued to dig wildly and almost seemed to sink into the 
ground as the pit began to grow. Sweat dripped down his temples, but 
George unceasingly dug and dug. It was not until the sun had risen 
high into the sky and burned away the clouds that his pace slowed. Fi-
nally, when the hole was over a meter deep, he stopped and clambered 
out. He nudged the photo album into the hole with the tip of his muddy 
boot, watching it tumble down into the bowels of the earth. The roots 
of the tree interrupted the fall, seeming to grasp at the leather cover as 
it bounced to the bottom. Head tilted inquisitively, Digger stared at 
George with a confused expression; George looked at him with a con-
templative look, then resumed his task. In minutes, a shallow mound 
of earth was all that remained. George took a small knife from his 
pocket and unfolded the blade. George approached the tree and the 
knife cut easily through the bare trunk. George felt hot tears roll down 
his cheeks at last. Finally, he finished carving a single word: Patrick. 
 He stood there, staring at that which symbolized sorrow, loss, 
and regret; at the same time, though, he remembered Patrick’s bound-
less energy and joy. Minutes passed, and the only sound was the wind 
whistling through the tree branches and swirling around the hills. 

A sudden whimper stirred him from his lamentation, and 
George looked down to see his canine companion staring at him. 
George rubbed the ears of his loyal ally and was met with the shallow 
thump of the dog’s tail against the ground. He turned to look back to-
ward the farmhouse as the sun dried the tears from his face. 
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NONFICTION 



CATHERINE MELANSON 
 

Flying 
 

 
Secretly, I wish I could fly. This wish is long standing. I remember as 
a child sitting in the top canopy of our magnolia tree wishing I could 
fly. I asked God for this ability. I researched at school to see if there 
were a patron Saint of flying I might ask to intercede on my behalf. 
The closest I got was St. Theresa of Avila who was apparently often 
seen floating. It struck me as odd that her fellow nuns kept tying her 
down. Of course floating and flying are different. I wanted to fly, soar, 
glide, and really move. Floating would not do. 
 
I promised God, St. Theresa and anyone else celestial or otherwise that 
I would keep my ability a secret. It would only be right, I thought, be-
cause so many people would be jealous and think God was favoring 
me and would want to fly too. I did not want my secret ability to ostra-
cize me or God from the rest of the human race. 
 
As I got older this desire changed into a variety of different forms. I 
went through a Superhero phase. I thought this would be even better; 
to have a whole host of secret abilities that mere mortals could never 
hope to understand. I would use these abilities for good of course. I 
diligently watched the cartoon show "Super Friends" every Saturday 
morning to discover the path to gaining super powers. It seemed that 
one could acquire these powers only from alien parents or some freak 
industrial accident but I was willing to make the necessary sacrific-
es.  Aqua man could breathe underwater, Electra could harness elec-
tricity and the Wonder Twins could take on the shape of animals and 
inert matter. My super hero persona naturally could fly. Later I imag-
ined I owned an animal that could fly. This is the next best thing. Per-
haps wanting to fly myself was a bit too extreme but a flying dog or 
pig is a reasonable request. Isn’t it? Upon thought, however, this was a 
more complicated desire. It would be harder to keep an animal secret. 
Did flying animals eat? Did they need to go to the bathroom? Where 
would it stay when I was at school?  



My conclusion was that any such creature would have to be able to 
shrink down to a manageable size when not in use; say the size of a 
golf ball. Hiding such a creature would be easier and clearly it would 
eat little and any digestive issues would not create a noticeable mess. 
 
By junior high school at Sacred Heart Academy in San Diego, I had 
become a realist. People don’t fly. Animals don’t fly. But they can 
climb. Such began my Tarzan obsession. Edgar Rice Burroughs wrote 
more than 25 Tarzan novels and I read all of them. Tarzan did not fly 
but he did swing through the jungle on vines at lighting speed. Tarzan 
owned no flying animals but he talked to them. Tarzan was special, 
unique and adventuresome. Eating raw gazelle meat did not appeal to 
me but everything else did. 
 
By high school at O'Connell Tarzan had faded into the underbrush but 
my interest in climbing did not. I became a passionate rock climber. 
My friend Joe and I took every opportunity to go off climbing cliffs, 
boulders, and small buildings, even forbidden radio towers. I learned a 
lot.  The mechanics of climbing and handling ropes were part of the 
curriculum. I learned to relish in heights and the adrenaline rush one 
got 100 feet off the ground. I loved it. 
 
When at Mount Saint Mary's college I went on a weekend climbing 
trip with my friend Brian to the Shwangunk Mountains in upstate New 
York. We planned on one particular climbing called “High Exposure”. 
This climb was aptly named for its height and breathtaking views. It 
was also was very popular so we rose at dawn to be on the wall first. 
We began climbing just as the sun was rising and the mist was lifting 
off the valley floor. It was chilly and I could see my breath as Brian 
began to lead the first pitch. Following him I eventually came out of 
tree cover that obscured the valley and I met Brian on a ledge 250 feet 
above the ground. The air resonated with the silence of early morning. 
So much so that we found ourselves whispering as we exchanged be-
lays for the next pitch. As he began to climb I settled into the silence 
with nothing but the intermittent gear clink of his ascent.  My eyes 
drifted across the expansive view.  



As I watched, surrounded by pounds of climbing gear and encumbered 
by harness and rope I saw a hawk rise on an air current not 10 feet 
from me. I followed the bird, as it seemed to float in place holding it-
self with imperceptible adjustments of its wingtips. This sight should 
have been beautiful to me. It should have inspired me. Rather it struck 
me as profoundly sad. It reminded me I could not fly. 



SELAM HAILE 

In Response to Marge Piercy’s “Barbie Doll” 

 

“. . . She cut off her nose and her legs and offered them up . . .” 

 

 “Welcome to Build-a-Girl Workshop, Where Ladies are 
Made!” the familiar, cheery sign greeted me. I walked resignedly to 
the end of the extensive line, which snaked around the rows of acces-
sories overflowing with bows and outfits and replacement parts and 
leaked outside onto the street. I had been to this shop far too many 
times to be daunted by the long line comprised of some women, but 
mostly of men with their arms wrapped around their girlfriends in vise 
embraces. The time inched along and soon enough, I was inside the 
store and at home with the view that hit my eyes. Aisles of hair 
swatches, from platinum blonde to brown to auburn to red to raven, 
the multitudinous racks of arms to select from: arms with pointy el-
bows and dainty wrists, arms with rounded elbows and solid wrists, 
and a vast number of other combinations, available to be custom made, 
if desired. Then, there were the drawers of legs, longer and shorter, 
slender, and slenderer, the sheets of dried skin hanging from the raft-
ers, ready to be measured and cut - a whole variety of choices for the 
men in the shop to wonder over. I passed by all of the stations on my 
way to the back of the store; the Assembly Station, at which it seemed 
a new girl was being constructed by one of the employees (sometimes 
I like to stop and watch, the process can be so mesmerizing), the Car-
dio Station, at which the hearts are removed (of course), and the Ac-
cessories Station, at which several girls with empty, sunk-in sockets 
were standing, chattering with each other while waiting to exchange 
their eyeballs for new colors. I waved at a few of the girls I recognized 
before I remembered that they would not know to wave back. All 
around the store, men and mothers were strewn, examining their girls 
once they stepped out of the changing rooms with discerning eyes and  



repeatedly telling the girls to try a different this or a different that and 
return.  

At last, I arrived at the very back of the store where it was a 
little darker and where only one employee sat, anticipating any cus-
tomers who ventured toward him. He recognized me immediately and 
waved me through the curtains behind him. I was so excited; finally, 
my new head had come in! I walked into the room beyond the drapes, 
I saw my usual Dresser and she wasted no time in pulling me down 
into the seat before the mirror. She snapped the latch at my nape, 
grasped my neck and proceeded to twist; this was always the most dis-
orienting part for me, my gaze swiveled round and round the room un-
til the old head popped off. I cannot quite explain the sensation, how-
ever, it is as if one moment you can see and hear and think, and in the 
next moment, there is nothing, not even a blackness or darkness, just 
simply nothing. That is, until the Dresser begins to screw on my new 
head. She finishes screwing it on and snaps the latch on to the new 
head, I look up into the mirror and instead of the blue eyes and blonde 
hair I had grown accustomed to in the past few months, I am greeted 
with green eyes and brown hair. 

 



CATHLEEN ANN STEG 
 

O Solo Mom: My Italian Adventure 
 
 “Be brave, Mom! I’ll guide you through every step,” began my 
daughter’s e-mail, the “subject” line of which read, “Sorry:  Can’t 
meet you at airport!” 
 Brave?  I didn’t need courage.  I needed her at Rome’s 
Fiumicino Airport.  This was my first time out of the English-speaking 
world, and I had not expected to go without some pretty extensive 
hand-holding. 
 My daughter, a Latin and Greek major, picks up languages as 
regularly as I pick up her brothers’ dirty socks – admittedly, her 
picking up is done with a bit more gusto.  My Italian-language skills, 
however, were limited to 37 choice phrases, learned with great 
effort.  In the car, via audiotape (“Get By in Italian!”), during the 
boys’ twice-weekly soccer practices and thrice-weekly marching-band 
carpool. 
 Chaos upsets me.  Bad enough that I’d only known about my 
Rome visit for three weeks.  But to be forced to find my way alone, 
from the airport, to a taxi, to the ancient harbor town of Ostia 
Antica?  With only 37 choice phrases?  When I’d expected Keeley to 
do all the hard parts?  It was too much.  If I’d been told up front that I 
would have to become an intrepid solo traveler, I wouldn’t have 
accepted the ticket. 
 “Think of it as a scavenger hunt,” Keeley’s cheery e-mail 
continued.  Easy for her to be cheery:  She takes night trains to Venice, 
and quick weekends to Slovenia to visit buddies.  I stay home, flip 
compost, and make sure her brothers make it to their music lessons on 
time. 
 She proceeded to give me Web-site addresses where I could 
see pictures of all the important landmarks in Ostia, from the view at 
the entrance to the archaeological site, to the proper path to follow 
within the site (“It will be teeming with German tourists,” Keeley 
explained helpfully), to the steps of the Capitoleum (capitol), where 
she would find me during a break from her all-day field trip. 
 



 “And remember, Mom, don’t accept a ride from any taxi driver 
who wants to drive you.  Only go with someone in a white taxi, who 
doesn’t want your business, because he’s official and can’t overcharge 
you!”  Fine.  Bene. 
 So for six hours in the plane, while the other passengers 
watched Mission: Impossible on the little video screen, I wrote out 
new phrases I might need under my changed circumstances.  I studied 
my lovely Italian bank notes, practiced making change, buying my 
own ticket at Ostia, tipping the cab driver. 
 I arrived to a glorious, sun-drenched November day.  Palm 
trees actually swayed alongside huge, broccoli-shaped umbrella pines 
all over the outskirts of Rome.  Fairfax, Va., seemed very far away. 
 Armed with Keeley’s travel hints, I sagely waved my head and 
said “No, grazie,” to the throngs of entrepreneurial cabbies who of-
fered to carry my little bag to their taxis. 
 Diffidently, I approached a gentleman in a white cab, resting 
under his hat. 
 “I want to go to Ostia Antica,” I enunciated in Italian, much the 
way a classical actor might declaim in the amphitheater. 
 “Ostia Antica – you mean the archaeological site, not the mod-
ern town of Ostia?” he queried, way too fast, in his native tongue.  I 
could follow him, but just barely. 
 We sped away at what seemed like 90 miles an hour, past a 
blur of palm trees and pink buildings.  And then I came out with 
it:  my beautiful paragraph of conversation, crafted and memorized 
with great care and pride somewhere over the Atlantic in the wee 
hours. 
 Without flaw (and with rather a decent accent, I must say), I 
explained that my daughter was studying classical history in Rome as 
a Duke University junior, visiting Ostia Antica to study the ruins with 
her class.  I noted that the site was closer to Fiumicino than my hotel 
in Rome, making it the perfect meeting place. 
 Oh, was I pleased with myself!  Just like a native, I thought 
smugly.  Then, horror of horrors, the kind Roman assumed I could ac-
tually speak Italian, and casually tossed an equally long, but totally 
incomprehensible, pile of spoken words back to me.  They landed like 
a lump of cold spaghetti noodles in my lap.  



 My next word should have been “idiota,” then “americana,” 
but I tried to brazen it out by using phrase No. 16:  “The weather is 
lovely today, though a little cool.” 
 The rest of the trip was rather quieter. 
 My abysmal failure was countered by one small success, at 
least.  My driver did stop at the site of “scanned photo of Ostia Antica 
entrance” from Keeley’s Web-site selections, and I did pay him cor-
rectly.  Well, I know I didn’t underpay him, as he smiled at me when I 
waved goodbye.  Er, ciao. 
 As ruined cities go, Ostia Antica offers just about every-
thing:  Mithraic mosaics, cisterns for the fire brigade, even a Roman-
era 7-Eleven.  But to me, all roads led to “being lost.” 
 Quickly, I referred to Keeley’s instruction about taking the 
path “teeming with Germans.”  Tourist season was at a low ebb in No-
vember, but I finally spotted a stone road with one blond gentleman 
striding purposefully along.  He spotted me and said, I’m absolutely 
serious, “Guten Tag!”  Hardly “teeming,” but the shock of my daugh-
ter’s accuracy must have made my jaw drop.  He continued auf 
Deutsch. 
 After my halting German sentence in reply (learned at Grand-
pa’s knee more than 40 years ago), he took a new tack and tried Ital-
ian.  Well, ha-ha, his Italian wasn’t much better than mine, so I admit-
ted my national status, and we carried on a delightful conversation auf 
Englisch. 
 My confidence was buoyed enormously after that encoun-
ter.  After all, if my daughter could predict the ethnicity of the only 
other tourist on my pathway, she could easily find me on the steps of 
the Capitoleum. 
 And she did. 
 Moments after I said “Auf Wiedersehen” to my Teutonic pal 
and found a seat on a sunny step not already occupied by lizards, a 
group of students appeared 100 yards before me.  Suddenly, one of 
them – tall, stately, with long blond hair reflecting the sun, and a very 
smart brown-leather belted Italian jacket – left the group and hurried 
over to meet me. 
 Was she surprised to see me?  Of course not!  And after surviv-
ing the series of tests on my quest to find her, I began to realize that  
 



it’s not really that tough to travel by yourself, after all:  In fact, it’s 
kind of fun, kind of, well, an adventure. 
 I think I’ll bring my mother to Europe next year! 
 
 

--Cathleen Ann Steg 
© 2000 The Christian Science Monitor 
reprinted with permission  

MARIA OLSON 
strade italiane 



WILL KEOUGH 

Persuasive Essay 
 

Do you enjoy warm weather? Most people do. Do you enjoy 
wearing winter sweaters, long sleeve shirts, and khaki pants in warm 
weather? Most people don’t. It’s no secret that the student body at 
Bishop Ireton is not fond of the winter uniform. The uniform is un-
comfortable and lasts far too long. 
 If you’re like me, you are tired of walking outside of school in 
February and sweating because it is 70 degrees.  But you’re not sweat-
ing because it’s just 70, you are sweating because it’s 70 and you’re 
still wearing two layers, one being a heavy sweater, the other being a 
long sleeve shirt. 

The winter uniform policy needs to be changed.  It is ridiculous 
that the winter uniform should last until April with the fluctuating and 
unpredictable temperatures of Virginia. While yes, February is consid-
ered to be a winter month, it is no secret that the temperatures have 
changed and February tends to be warmer than in years past.   

Winter uniform starts in the beginning of the second quarter 
and ends with the end of the third quarter. The school cannot arbitrari-
ly base its uniform end date based on a day in the quarter due to the 
inconsistency of the weather.  But rather, the school should implement 
a policy that will allow students to wear the spring uniform the first 
day it becomes a certain temperature. For example, students may be 
allowed to wear spring uniform the first day it is 70 degrees returning 
from winter break. Mother nature doesn’t have temperatures that align 
perfectly with our quarters, so why should our uniform? 

The key here is students would be allowed to wear their spring 
uniforms the first day it is a certain temperature.  This allows the stu-
dents to use their own discretion and be comfortable.  If a student is 
hot or cold, they can only blame themselves because they chose to 
wear the uniform they did, minimizing some of the resentment toward 
the uniform, and an overall happier student body. 



I’m not calling for the end of the uniform, but just to be able to 
wear the uniform that is suitable for the temperature. We are all in 
high school, most of us young adults, some of us are adults.  We 
should have more flexibility with the winter uniform and be trusted to 
make the decision if it’s too warm to wear it. 

 



RACHEL PRICE 

Comments on “The Red Wheelbarrow” by William Carlos Williams 

 

so much depends 
upon 
 
a red wheel 
barrow 
 
glazed with rain 
water 
 
beside the white 
chickens.  

 

 The manner in which Williams describes the wheelbarrow is at 
odds with its innate identity as a nondescript gardening tool. His dic-
tion is carefully simplistic and neutral, thus his choice of describing 
the wheelbarrow as “glazed” is a purposeful move. The word “glazed” 
brings forth rich connotations of artfully crafted pottery glazed in a 
kiln, or decadent sculptures made of clay . He clearly chose this spe-
cific word – “glazed” – to make sure that the reader is left with the im-
pression that the red wheelbarrow carries significant meaning. Wil-
liams also writes that “so much depends upon” this wheelbarrow, leav-
ing the reader to question both what is dependent on the wheelbarrow 
and why. 
 Williams makes an intriguing juxtaposition by choosing a non-
descript tool to carry all of the weight and meaning in his poem. To 
ensure that the wheelbarrow is truly interpreted as just a wheelbarrow, 
he pairs it with another ordinary image common to a farm: “white 
chickens.” Yet the reader still questions, is it just a wheelbarrow?  



How can it be that unremarkable, if so much is dependent upon it? 
 Of course, there is also the strictly literal interpretation of the 
wheelbarrow to consider. In this interpretation, it is really is only a 
gardening tool and the things that depend upon it re the large amount 
of dirt needing to be transported from one garden plot to another along 
with the pots that cannot be carried by hand. To the farmer or garden-
er, there is probably great value in a wheelbarrow. Perhaps they would 
find beauty in the tool for its usefulness and efficiency, and that is why 
it is described as “glazed” in a manner akin to painstakingly crafted 
pottery. Again, the wheelbarrow’s supposed great value is at odds with 
its description. This time it is contrasted with its position in the land-
scape of the poem as described by Williams; it is merely “beside the 
white chickens,” lending the wheelbarrow a forgotten and even lonely 
quality. If so much depends on it, then perhaps it should not be left 
alone by the chickens, which are notoriously capricious animals. 
 



ANONYMOUS 

On Typing a Story 

 

There’s something strange about sitting down to write a story. 
You may be the most creative person on the planet, and all of the sud-
den you’re sitting there, in front of your computer, staring at a blank 
screen and a blinking cursor. That systematic blink drives home like a 
knife every time it reappears, mocking your slow brain and fingers, 
giggling at your ridiculous adjectives and meaningless sentences and 
grammatical flaws. It’s a constant in a world that’s ever changing, yet 
always impacted by the same twenty-six characters. 
 How interesting it would be to be a cursor on a page. You 
yourself stay the same, but the things around you can change you to 
make a combination of always new, always fresh ideas. Think of it. 
This cursor is creating this sentence right now, that’s never been typed 
before with the same meaning as it holds now. How incredible would 
it be to always create something new, instead of thinking of the same 
old ideas over and over again. 
 Yet the cursor blinks on. It has no idea of the power it holds. 
And all the while it will never truly have control over these colorful 
ideas. It’s all in the power of the typist. 
 Sometimes the typist has bad days. Oh, woe to the cursor 
whose typist has a bad day! Too have all your ideas, thoughts, and 
original words with nuanced meanings s struck through with by a the 
single stroke of one, all-powerful backspace key. What t a terrible life 
that would be. 
 Or maybe, the typist is a child and ha s no ideuh how to actualli 
tiep. Imagine if you wer constantly mispelling the word “spageti” and 
had no understanding of the werd “paraprosdokian.” How dull! 
 Yet the worst of all would be to live as a cursor under the tyr-
anny of a boring writer. Yes, boring. Dull. Grey. Gray. Whatever you 
want to call it. To have no creative spirit to foster, to be able to predict 
what is going to be said next, to have no original thought, to have no 
reason to write, to have no reason to even...blink. This would be a piti-
ful existence for a cursor, for it lacks excitement and diversity.  



The only excitement would occur one day as the boring typist yawns 
boringly, falls into a boring sleep, and knocks over their boring cup of 
coffee, short circuiting their boring computer and giving the cursor a 
jolt of energy before extinguishing it forever. 
 But at least the cursor had blinked at all... 



COLLEGE ESSAYS 



SOPHIE RYCHALSKI 
 

Personal Essay 
 
Freshman year, I sat in my school cafeteria reading the school 

newspaper. Reading the paper was definitely a form of procrastination 
for me considering I had an Earth science assignment, Algebra prob-
lems, and a reading all to be completed. But little did I know, that sit-
ting in the cafeteria reading the monthly issue of the BI Word that my 
years as an upperclassman at Bishop Ireton would forever be changed. 

I pictured myself reading the newspaper as a dad reading the 
daily newspaper is usually depicted in television shows and movies; 
feet on the table, glasses on the bridge of my nose, arms spread wide 
to be able to see the entire spread of the paper all at once-comfortable, 
relaxed, and deep in thought. The only thing was, I did not have my 
feet on the table, I did not have glasses on, and I had the paper folded 
on the table so that I could see one page at a time instead of the entire 
spread. I found myself as relaxed if not more relaxed than the cliché 
depicted dad at the kitchen table reading the morning paper. I searched 
the paper high and low for mistakes-ways I could make the paper bet-
ter, where they went wrong, what they did right, how the layout fit on 
the page. I soon found I spent the entire period looking at this issue. 

Fast forward a year and a half and I find myself choosing my 
classes for Junior year. I see that journalism is an option. I think back 
to that day I went through the paper in my study hall. Junior me signs 
up not knowing what to expect, rather just being excited to finally be 
able to take an elective. 

Throughout my Junior year, I wrote my assigned articles and 
edited when necessary. I took pride in my edits and usually filled a 
page with suggestions and ideas on how to make the article better. I 
looked up to the Editor-in-Chief and envied her authority. I was moti-
vated in the class, but I did not show it in any way other than my writ-
ing and editing. My classmates seemed to not express the same enthu-
siasm I had, so I was not blatant about my motivation in the subject of 
journalism. I started reading the daily news and following the presi-
dential election more and more. In February, I went to the Editor-in-
Chief with an article suggestion.  



While talking to her and my teacher, they revealed that they 
wanted to pass the paper down to me-I was going to become the next 
Editor-in-Chief. My freshman year, procrastinating, issue editing self, 
sitting in the cafeteria was screaming. I was shocked. They told me 
how they admired my motivation for the course and the paper and that 
I was the right choice to be the next Editor-in-Chief. 

From the February issue to the April issue, I received after 
school tutorials from the Editor-in-Chief on how to use Adobe InDe-
sign, how to go to the printer, and how to format an article. When May 
came, it was time for Senior exams and the Editor-in-Chief had to give 
the paper to me. I ended up working on the May issue for 14 hours-day 
and night, in class and out of class. I do not know what it feels like to 
hold a baby for the first time or what it is like to be so proud, but I on-
ly hope that when I give birth, I am half as excited as I was when that 
issue came out. 

This year is my year as Editor-in-Chief. A class of 16 journal-
ists and editors belongs to me and I have the best hopes of instilling 
the same enthusiasm for journalism into the next set of BI Word jour-
nalists, as I once was sitting in the cafeteria my freshman year. I would 
be lying if I said people have not told me to quit. “You spend too 
much time on it,” “14 hours? That’s too much,” and “you should just 
quit” have been frequently heard on the topic of my time on the issue. 
I feel that journalism has opened so many doors for my future and I 
definitely have to agree with Horace Greeley when he says, 
“Journalism will kill you, but it will keep you alive while you’re at it.” 
 



ALLISON RAMISCAL 
 

Personal Statement 
 
The Hippocratic Oath, created by Hippocrates, the “Father of 

Modern Medicine,” has set the modern principles and standards of to-
day’s medicine. Under the Hippocratic Oath, physicians must swear to 
uphold specific ethical standards and practices to ensure the ill are 
“treated to the best of one’s abilities,” that a “patient’s privacy is re-
spected.” I admit that a career path in medicine was not my first 
choice, but through my experiences and self-evaluation I discovered 
my passion for patient care and my dedication to respect the principles 
and ethics which I must swear to uphold. Studying Medical Science 
will introduce me to the workings behind modern medicine and curing 
diseases. I hope to use the knowledge I gain to succeed in medical 
school and effectively treat my patients in the future. 

The responsibility and dedication of a pediatrician to the care 
and nurture of children are what inspired me to pursue a career in med-
icine. I discovered my passion to care for children after helping one of 
the catechism teachers bandage a young boy’s knee injury during a 
holiday celebration at my parish. I realized I wanted to become some-
one who had the ability to treat wounds similar to or greater than the 
boy’s minor scratch on the knee. This encouraged me to seek volun-
teer opportunities, whether medically-related or community-based, 
where I could build on my communication skills and interpersonal un-
derstanding. 

In my experience volunteering at the local hospital in my area, 
I have learned not only general experience in working in a hospital, 
but also the importance of patient interaction and understanding. Once 
a week, I volunteer at Inova Alexandria Hospital for a minimum of 
three hours in order to build up both my understanding of patient inter-
action and hospital operations. I have done a variety of jobs through-
out the hospital, from small things like delivering flowers and balloons 
from the gift shop to patient rooms to serving hospital-complimentary 
smoothies to new mothers and infants. Although I have yet to shadow 
a doctor or nurse around the hospital, my experiences working with 
fellow volunteers and other staff have allowed me to see the hospital  



from the combined perspectives of both patient and physician. 
Through my volunteer experience, I have come to understand that sim-
ple warmth and understanding towards one’s patients can “outweigh 
the surgeon’s knife or the chemist’s drug.” 

In addition to hospital experience, my family and I volunteer 
with the Homeless Ministry at the Cathedral of St. Matthew’s in 
Washington, D.C., feeding breakfast to the homeless and those in need 
within the Cathedral’s neighborhood. Through spending my time with 
the local homeless community, I have learned to develop communica-
tions skills by regularly chatting and making small talk with the indi-
viduals we serve at the breakfast event. As I have listened to their sto-
ries and their struggles, I have developed a strong sense of empathy 
which helps me understand their hard life and extenuating circum-
stances. 

Aside from my volunteer work in D.C., I participated in a 
school-sponsored retreat and community service program in which 
students travel to Camden, New Jersey, one of the poorest cities in 
America, and serve the local community. From attending Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings and hearing the attendees’ stories of abuse and 
struggles to volunteering at the local school, I learned and experienced 
first-hand the daily hardships that the local immigrant community fac-
es. I cultivated my capability to communicate with children after play-
ing with them and helping clean their school yard and play ground. 
Their simple understanding and exposure to the impoverished circum-
stances which surrounded Camden helped me to further develop my 
skill in simplifying the complex, a skill essential to the work of pedia-
tricians so that they may help their patients to understand complex 
medical situations and conditions they could face. 
 I believe that my participation in medicine-oriented clubs, or-
ganizations and my experience in serving underprivileged children and 
homeless shelters and communities shows that I can contribute to the 
university and the field of medicine. With my skills in communication 
and empathy, as well as experience in volunteer work, I hope to prove 
that my determination in my studies and dedication to uphold the prin-
ciples of the Hippocratic Oath displays my dedication to excel in med-
ical school.  



POEMS FOR PASTRIES 



Students were asked to either pay $1 for a doughnut, or 
write a haiku and receive a free doughnut. Their haiku 

responses are presented anonymously and without 
comment. 

MARIA OLSON 

timeless 



We want your haikus 
Money is O.K. as well 
Now you get free food. 

 
 
 
 

What really is love? 
I contemplate a moment. 

Love is a donut. 
 
 
 
 

Donuts are quite sweet 
I wait hungrily for them 

Donuts are a sice. 
 
 
 
 

I find haikus hard 
I would like a free donut 

Refrigerator. 



Fire syllables here 
Seven more syllables here 

Are you happy now? 
 
 
 
 

I want a donut 
Krispy Kreme donuts are good 

I like to eat them. 
 
 
 
 

I wrote a haiku 
I will now get a donut 

Yum, yum, yummy, yum. 
 
 
 
 

Krispy Kreme is yum 
I love to eat so many 

Vanilla sprinkles. 



I eat lots of food 
I like cheese on all dishes 
Food helps me survive. 

 
 
 
 
 

You know Krispy Kreme? 
Those donuts are so much better. 

Dunkin’ is alright. 
 
 
 
 

Taking advantage 
Of the simple price you set. 

Give me a donut. 
 
 
 
 

This is a haiku 
I want a donut right now 

Peter is a cat. 



I don’t have money 
Can I please have a donut? 

Can I have it free? 
 
 
 
 

I love all donuts. 
Any kind of flavor- yum. 

So good I want more. 
 
 
 
 

Donuts can be sweet 
But they have many problems 

So do be careful. 
 
 
 
 

Donut, oh, donut 
You inspired this haiku 

Now I will eat you. 



Donuts are so good 
Free for a silly haiku 
Too good to be true. 

 
 
 
 

My life is gloomy 
But I know what will help me 

A treat of sugar. 
 
 
 
 

This is a haiku 
All it takes is a few lines 

Wow, I get a donut. 
 
 
 
 

I sure like donuts 
But I don’t have a dollar 
Can I please have one? 



Donuts not taken 
Oh, how I want to eat thee 

Since my chicken fell. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Bishop Ireton High School was founded in 1964 as one of four high schools in the Diocese of 
Arlington, and is deeply rooted in the tradition of Salesian spirituality as taught by the 
Religious Congregation of the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales. Following our Live Jesus! Charter, 
the School continues an affiliation with the Oblates of St. Francis de Sales. 

The Cambridge Road Club is an entirely student directed and run extracurricular club at Bishop 
Ireton High School. It exists to foster a love and appreciation for creative work among students, 
through the media of art and literature. 

“Let us be what we are and be that well, in order to bring honor to the Master Craftsman 
whose handiwork we are.”  

- St. Francis de Sales 


